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 Every family is filled with complex relationships and dynamics, and the families 

that we find throughout the book of Genesis are no exception.  The same issues of 

parental favoritism, sibling rivalry, jealousy, betrayal, and resentment re-emerge 

generation after generation.  Time and again, the favor or blessing of the parent passes 

over the eldest child and rests instead upon a younger sibling.  God’s blessing does not 

follow a predictable path; God’s ways are mysterious, working even through broken 

relationships and sometimes tragic circumstances.   

 Today, we approach the beginning of the long saga of Joseph, his father Jacob, 

and his brothers, as they live together as shepherds in the land that will later be named 

Israel. Chapter 37 begins the final section of the story of Genesis, introducing us to a 

seventeen year-old Joseph: the youngest son of Jacob (also called Israel), the bearer of his 

father’s overt favoritism, and the recipient of the ornamental coat of many colors, which 

Joseph seems to wear with pride.  Is it any wonder, then, that Joseph’s brothers hated 

him, unable even to speak a greeting of shalom? 

 They hated Joseph even more because he has told them about two vivid dreams 

which predict that his whole family will one day bow down before him.  Not only did 

they hate the dreamer, they also hated the dream – the idea that the world as it should be 

would be turned upside down, and the natural “pecking order” endangered.   

 And so, this particular family is stuck in a dangerous triangle – with one who has 

been loved too much (Joseph), one who loved too much (Jacob), and one feeling loved 

too little (the brothers).1  Whether real or perceived, this dynamic appears in far too many 

families where the feelings of jealousy and resentment simmer and sometimes boil over.  

It is endemic not just to families, but to wider communities, societies and nations as well.  

As we will see as this story continues over the next few weeks, attempts to squash the 

dreams will only propel them to fruition, as this family drama becomes the fate of Israel 

the nation who, because of Joseph, are saved from famine and relocate from Canaan to 

Egypt. 

 This movement begins as Joseph’s brothers lead the family flocks toward the 

pastures of Shechem, high in the Israelite mountains.  To Joseph, his father Jacob says, 
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“Go now, and see if it is well with your brothers and the flock and give me word.”  It is 

hard to imagine the irony that while the brothers have already stated they have no shalom 

for Joseph at home, Jacob could ever expect that shalom could exist among them out in 

the wilderness.  If he did expect it, Jacob was badly mistaken.2  After getting directions 

from a stranger, Joseph finally finds his brothers some sixty or more miles away, at 

Dothan. 

 Upon seeing him, the brothers say, “Here comes this dreamer.”  Whether or not it 

had been planned ahead of time, they come up with a scheme to kill Joseph and throw 

him into a cistern, planning to tell their father that he was eaten by a wild animal.  In a 

foreshadowing of what is to come, the brothers conclude, then “we shall see what will 

become of his dreams.” 

 They attack Joseph, being careful to strip off his robe before tossing him into the 

pit.  Callously, they sit down to eat, but soon see a band of traders heading toward Egypt.  

Judah comes up with a new plan to make some money from the fate of his helpless 

brother.  “Come, let us sell him and not lay out hands on him, for he is our brother, our 

own flesh.”  One can only assume that Judah is more cynical than his words let on, as his 

plan of murder evolves into human trafficking, putting a healthy price upon his own 

brother’s head.   

 Reuben, who thought he might get back in his father’s good graces by rescuing 

Joseph, now has to come up with a new plan.  So, in the final few verses of the chapter, 

beyond today’s reading, they soak Joseph’s robe with blood to show and deceive their 

father, who will react with uncontrollable grief.  His beloved, favorite son is gone and the 

others – many as they are – cannot fill the void. 

 Such extreme estrangement is rarely one-sided.  Joseph has been told that he is 

better than his elders and he acts that way.  The brothers see their father’s favoritism and 

take umbrage at Joseph’s boasting.  Thus, a conflict ensues between the dream and those 

looking to kill the dream.  By the end of this chapter, the dream seems to have been 

nullified.  The brothers believe the threat is gone forever and they tell their father that the 

dreamer is dead.  Ironically, though, the dreamer is taken to Egypt where the brothers will 

soon be forced to go and where the dream can eventually come to fruition. 

 In the ancient world, dreams were understood to be externally and divinely 

generated, not a creation of the mind.3  And yet, the brothers interpret Joseph’s dreams as 

if they are the product of his own arrogance rather than a divine word about the destiny of 

this family and nation.  They are so enmeshed in their dysfunctional family dynamic – 

and specifically their hatred for their brother – that they refuse to believe that God might 
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be working in their midst.  Instead of a dream that would make real the perceived 

unfairness, they seek to restore what they want to believe is right. 

 As I’m sure you are, I am shocked and saddened by what has taken place this 

weekend in Charlottesville, Virginia as protests by racist white nationalists – gathering 

under the pretense of trying to preserve the reprehensible legacy of the Southern 

Confederacy – have resulted in tragic violence and loss of life.  I am a southerner who 

grew up in a society that, in fits and starts, was making strides toward realizing the 

aspirations of the civil rights movement.  When I think of a dreamer, Dr. King is the one 

who first comes to mind; recalling stories my uncle told me about how dangerous and 

controversial it was to invite him to come to speak in Louisville in the early 1960’s. 

 So, to witness what is happening now, over fifty years later, is disheartening.  The 

only way for me to explain a modern white supremacist presence would be as a variation 

of the dysfunctional family dynamic that we see in Genesis.  Those who feel slighted – 

whether it is real or imagined – are acting out in violence, looking to kill the dream that 

they don’t want to become reality.  But violence is not going to solve to problem; it will 

not kill the dream.   

 As Christians, our hope and belief must be that God is at work even in these 

broken relationships and tragic circumstances.  God does not will or determine every 

action – and especially not actions that result in hatred and pain.  And yet God is always 

present – and especially for those who are suffering. As Joseph was not left to die in the 

pit, so also we proclaim that God will never leave us or be far from us.   

 And so, my prayer today is that shalom might be heard again Charlottesville and 

around our nation and our world.  Not only the peace of cooler heads and the cessation of 

violence, but the full meaning of shalom – justice, wholeness and well-being.  This will 

require the people of God to believe that the dream of shalom can become reality; that – 

although not through our efforts alone, but with the grace of Jesus Christ – we can reach 

out and overcome that which separates us from God and each other, instead finding 

greater unity in purpose and devotion.  How?  By continuing to feed the hungry, to care 

for our neighbors, to have open minds, to pray and work for peace. 

 Over the next two weeks, we will be witnesses to the reconciliation that God helps 

to bring about between Joseph, his brothers, and their father.  It is not a simple process 

nor is it without pain and heartache along the way.  As we will see, the dream does not 

die; it lives on in this dreamer.  And yet, it also changes, because none of us are meant to 

bow down before another; instead only before God.  We are all, in this human family, 

brothers and sisters; all created in the image of and beloved by God.  May this dream 

become our reality.  AMEN. 

 


